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Sam Graves's school is ALIVE!This series is part of Scholastic's early chapter book line called
Branches, which is aimed at newly independent readers. With easy-to-read text, high-interest
content, fast-paced plots, and illustrations on every page, these books will boost reading
confidence and stamina. Branches books help readers grow!In the second book in the series,
Sam Graves's friend Lucy disappears into her locker! Sam and his friend Antonio follow a trail
of clues that leads them through the locker and deep inside the school. Will they find Lucy? Will
they learn why the school is ALIVE? Sam and Antonio must rescue Lucy from this scary school
before it's too late!
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Mj, “Great for reluctant readers!. I have a 7 year old son who is a reluctant reader. He struggles
a bit with his reading so i am always trying to find that right book/series to capture his attention.
This was it! I came across the Eerie Elementary series in an article outlining good chapter
books/series for reluctant readers and was so excited when, after he started reading it to me,
asked me if it was okay for him to read to himself for a while. He spent the better part of an
afternoon reading this book. He finished the book in a day, which is something he really hasn't
done. His teacher has concerns about how much he retains while reading so i found some
reading comprehension excercises just to get an idea about how he was doing. He excitedly
answered questions about the story in detail. Last night at bed time he started another in the
series and was reluctant to put it down. It has action and adventure and friends working
together to solve a mystery. They are fun and a little spooky without being too scary. My son
gives it two thumbs up, and so does his momma&:.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Best Books for kids who hate reading!. My son is 9 and in 3rd grade and
hates reading but LOVES this series! These are definitely some of the only books that we have
found which he enjoys! One of the first times he read one he said “WHAT?! I’ve been reading
for 20 minutes?! It only felt like 5!!!” Thank goodness! They have a very cute and imaginative
story line! I feel like they would be suitable for all kids, especially those needing a slower
transition to chapter books...they are chapter books, but they have a picture every 2-3 pages
which my son loves! Great for 2nd and 3rd graders...or a higher level 1st grade reader!”

Ama, “They LOVE these books. I read this series to my second graders. It's just creepy enough
to keep their interest, but not enough to scare them. They LOVE these books, they beg me for
them. They have illustrations on every page, and I love how some pages are black with white
writing instead of the usual of black writing on white pages. I really like the vocabulary used as
well. There are around 13-15 chapters in them, but they are very short so it's perfect for the last
5-10 minutes of class. My students reenact the books at recess....too cute! LOVE LOVE
these!!! The only thing is that, as of now, there are only 2 books that have the AR tests : (”

High Hopes, “written very well. My 6-year-old nephew really likes these I got him 2 in the series
he read them over the holiday break and we discussed them. He is at an advanced reading
level and it is hard to challenge him without going too much over his understanding. These
seemed to hold his attention and he enjoyed the story”

Rebecca L. Dobucki, “Great series!. My son and I love reading these books. I read most of it,
but he reads a paragraph here and there. The words are easy enough, but being chapter
books, he gets "tired" of reading so I marked advanced for his age for that reason only. We've
read 4 or 5 books so far and he's always engaged and asks to read. Plus, mom enjoys them



too!”

R. F. Go, “Highly recommended for reluctant readers.. My son is a reluctant reader, he always
prefers graphic novels. His teacher encouraged him to check this book out in the school library,
he reluctantly did so. He LOVED it and read the entire book in under an hour. I quickly got on
online and bought him the rest of the series. He read through the series a few times already.”

A gal, “Great Series. My 2nd grade granddaughter is enjoying this series. She is required to
read 20 minutes daily. It’s no problem getting her to read with these books.”

Levi's Mom, “I could not pry my son away from this book.. My seven year old son has been
reading since age 2, but very reluctantly. He'd much rather be playing. We try to get him to
read 20 minutes every day, but usually it's like pulling teeth. Last night, he sat down and read
this book, cover to cover in about an hour. I couldn't pry him away from the book to go to bed. I
will continue to buy Eerie Elementary books as fast as they are published.”

Prairiehill, “Eerie Elementary #2 book. My daughter loves this series!”

Shel, “Cute short novel series. My kids enjoyed this series”

Jennifer, “Great series. My son and I love reading this seriesJenn Z”
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The book by Jack Chabert has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 854 people have provided feedback.
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